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ABSTRACT 
 
FLL’s are extensively used for fast carrier synchronization. A common approach to meet the 
wide acquisition range and sufficiently small tracking error requirements is to adopt the wide 
or narrow band FLL loop in the acquisition and tracking modes and direct switching the loop. 
The paper analyze the influence of direct switching on performance, including the narrow 
band loop convergence, transition time etc. and propose applying the Kalman filtering theory 
to realize the seamless switching (SS) with time-varying loop gains between the two different 
loop tracking state. The SS control gains for the high dynamic digital spread spectrum 
receiver is derived. Simulation results for the SS compared to the direct switching 
demonstrate the improved performance.  
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Ⅰ   INTRODUCTIONS 
 

FLL’s are extensively used for fast carrier and bit synchronization to enlarge the 
acquisiton range and shorten the synchronization time. With the developing of Digital signal 
processing Frequency locked loop(Dsp-fll) a common approach to meet the wide acquisition 
range and sufficiently small tracking error requirements is to adopt the wide or narrow band 
loop in the acquisition and tracking modes and direct switching the loop. That is to switch the 
loop parameters on the narrow band loop parameters after the first loop finish the 
convergence. it may leads to additional convergence and even unlocking under the impact of 
steady error and noise as well as the second loop with narrow band in the processing of 
practical switching. So the band of loop needs to be adjust with the limited slope and realize 
the smooth seamless swithing, consequently shorten the time of relock and reduce the risk of 
unlock. 
 
The Ⅱ-type loop is often applied to accommodate dynamics in the first acquisition and next 
tracking loop for meeting the requirments of  dynamic response and input signal type[1]. So 
the main topic of this paper is to find the strategy for the type Ⅱ loop parameters(proportinal 
and integral coefficients) variation. D.Wulich[2] made a study of the convergence of a Ⅱ



-type pll with variable loop band under the noise-free condition, this work provides the theory 
foundation for the band change of analogue loop. Driessen put forwards that DPLL bit 
synchronizer with rapid acquisition using adaptive Kalman filtering techniques[3], the 
equivalent problem of pll with a PI controller followed by VCO and Kalman filter was 
discussed in the literature [4]. So based on the above results to deduce the  seamless 
switching algorithm in Dual-loop Dsp-fll with cross-product frequency detector on noise 
circumstance is feasible and of significance. 

 
The contens of this paper is as 
follows. In section Ⅱ  the 
structure of dual-fll and the 
probem of switching is presented. 
Section Ⅲ concentrated on the 
direct switching problem and the 
Section Ⅳ focus on the seamless 
switching, including the equivalent 
problem of Ⅱ -type Fll and 
Kalman filter as well as the simulation results.  

 
ⅡTHE DUAL-FLL AND THE MODEL OF SWITCHING 

For the high Dynamics application with acceleration and jerk such as GPS and other aerocraft 
communication the Ⅱ-type Dsp-fll with cross-product frequency detector was applied, as 
figure 1, Td is the sampling interval. The output of cross-product frequency detector is 

)(kS AFC
,that is[5]: 

For the BPSK after the linearization and normalization and then define： 
fARkSf kdAFCek ∆=⋅= 2/)( (Hz) 

The closed transfer function of Fll as figure.1 is represented by  
)()()( 2
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where fK  and vK are the frequency detector gain and VCO gain, respectively. and PK 、 IK  are 
the proportional coefficient and integral coefficient. We define vfIn KKK=2ω ； vfPn KKK=ξω2 . 

nω  is the natural frequency and ζ  is a damping factor. For the digital Fll, without lose of 
generality, we can suppose fK 、 vK is 1 ， so dnP TK ξω2= ； dnI TK 2ω= .Define 

)1/(1 11 −− −= zzTs d ，then the )(sH  becomes 
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The recursive algorithm of Ⅱ-type Dsp Fll  is [1] 
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The input signal frequency can be described as Nkkrk fff += ， ),0(~ 2

NNk Nf σ  is the frequency 
jitter at the time kT. So the estimate of kf  given the FD output ef  is cf̂ , described as 
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Figure.1.  The AFC of type 2 with cross-products detector 
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frequency difference cumulation, the control value is 
                  (3) 

 
As described in the sectionⅠ, in the high dynamics or to enlarge the acquisition range, the 
first loop parameters 1PK 、 1IK  are much large then the second loop parameters 2PK 、 2IK . On 
the assumption that the input signal frequency keep constant in course of switching and 
re-tracking, that is ff rk ∆= ， 0=rkf& . The loop switch at the first loop locked time mt , 

21 PP KK a 、 21 II KK a ，the second loop locked time is lt , so the switching aims to achieve 
)min( ml tt −  and ])ˆ[( 2

mcm ffE − 、 ])ˆ[( 2
lcl ffE −  satisfy the design requirements at meantime.  

 
Ⅲ  DIRECT SWITCHING MODE 

The switching of dual-Fll is changing the loop parameters to the tracking loop parameters 
after the first loop locked. The common lock detector algorithm as follows: 
Define ∑ −=

l

i ikee ffg )()( , where nσ is tracking frequency jitter(first and second loop have 

different estimate value), thus 

α  is decided by the lock probability, when the 1=lockg , substitute 2PK 、 2IK  for 1PK 、 1IK  
directly in equation(3). The control value is calculated by the equation(3) with new loop 
parameters. Then the second loop goes into the re-locking state under the activation of initial 
value emf , and period of time later the loop finished the switching process ultimately.  
 
From equation(1) we can get  

)1()()()1(ˆ)1()(ˆ)2()1(ˆ −−−+−−−+−=+ kfKKkfKkfKKkfKkf rIPrPcIPcPc  
Define )1()1(ˆ)1( +−+=+ kfkfkf cd ，and Nkkrk fff += , so the above equation becomes 

)1()()()1()1()()2()1( −−−+−−−+−=+ kfKKkfKkfKKkfKkf NIPNPdIPdPd             (4) 
Here consider of the portion about f in differentiate equation is always equal on locked 
mode. Because the fitering property of loop, thus emf  is mainly affected by Nkf .  
The initial tracking frequncy error of direct switching point 
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NB  is the equivalent noise band, due to )(mfd  is a Gaussian process approximately, so 
π22/))(( 0 ⋅⋅= NBmfE Nd

. 
 
Suppose that switch at time mk =  on equation(4), the (3) can shows that the variation of 

cmf̂∆  is little, so )(kfd  gradually converge at the zero point with initial value )(mfd . The 
time of convergence is same as the the time of natural response of general type-2 pll with the 
initial value, namely 

224~3 nconvht ωζ=− ， 22 nωζ  can be gain from 2PK 、 2IK . 
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Ⅳ  SEAMLESS SWITCHING OF DUAL-FLL 
Adopting the time-variant loop parameters is a effective way to shorten the time of natural 
response of second loop with the initial value, the pre-calculated loop parameters can be 
storaged in a real digital system and control value is calculated from (3). The algorithem is 
depicted as figure 2. 

Since the switching strategy 
must meets the requirments 
of  least square condition at 
the start and end point of 

switching firstly, so applying the Kalman model is 
a most resonable selections to solve the 
time-varying parameters adjusting problem. For the 
stable loop the time-vary loop must be arrived to 
the tracking mode with loop parameters varied to 
small finitely and gradually.  

  
For the Fll we can define [ ]

1
1

1
+

+=+
kf
kf

k &Χ , the signal model is： kkk UΦΧΧ +=+1 ，where  

assume 0=kU  at the switching, observation parameter is rkf ， and 
[ ] NkkNkkrk ffff +=+= X01 ，observation noises variance is fNkσ .  The estimate of kX  given 

)1(10 ,......,, −krrr fff  is 1/ −kkX , the  residual is ekf  and [ ] ckrkkkrkek ffff ˆ01 1/ −=−= −X . Under the 
presupposition of minimizing ))(( 2

1/1/ −− −= kkkkk E XXP , the predictor form Kalman filter is  

ekkkkkk fΦKΦXX += −+ 1//1                                                (5) 
where T

IPk
T KK ]  [=K ， then attain ekkP

k
i eiiIdckkc fKfKTff ,0 ,)1(

ˆˆ ++= ∑ =+ , so Kalman filter 
algorithm is equivalent to the recursive algorithm 
of Ⅱ-type Dsp Fll(2), described as figure 3. thus 
we can apply the closed-form kalman acquisition 
gain[4] to the loop switching process 
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the start and end value of switching 
mK  、

lK  are 
decided by 1/ −mmP and 1/ −llP ，that is imply that the 
loop band influence the k  of 

kK and the trend of 

kK  changing is decided by Kalman filter in such 
switching.  

 
For simulation of the Fll seamless switching, the paper simulates the carrier tracking 
algorithm of one spread spectrum receiver for high danymics. Where the first (acquisition) 
loop band is 150Hz and the second (tracking) loop band is 12Hz. The improvement in 
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Figure. 3. diagram of Kalman filter and a Fll
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Figure.2.  the realize of NCO control algorithem 

Figure.4.  The simulation of SS and direct 
switching comparison 



switching performance resulting from seamless switching is clearly evident from a 
comparison of figure.4. 

 
For the type 2 pll, the best choice of function )(tnω  is a linear one on the noise-free situation 
[2]. But Fll is differ from that, as we see from figure.1, variation of '

PK  is equivalent to 
variation of frequency estimate 

cf̂ , and we know that tracking error of type 2 loop is zeror the 
frequency ramp input, so the time founction of '

PK  should be linear and )(tKP  is quadratic 
correspondingly. 2)(max)( mtktPKtPK −−= λ , λ is the rate of '

PK  variation and requires 2
nωλ <  for 

fixed parameters typeⅡloop. Now because the loop parameters is time-varying, so we take 
2

minnω as limitation, the former equation becomes 
2

2
min

max )(
4

)( mkKKkK P
PP −−=

ζ
; this is the most quick variation of loop parameters limitation. 

Ⅵ  CONCLUSION 
The kalman filter model of Ⅱ-type Frequency locked loop with cross-product frequency 
detect algorithm is derived. The performance of direct switching including initial switching 
tracking error and reconvegence time was gained. Through the analysis of direct switching of 
Dual-loop and simulation results, it is show that the direct switching needs the reconvergence 
under the impact of initial values obviously and thus lose of the time usability. 
 
Based on the equivalent analyse of Fll and Kalman filter algorithm, time-varying gain 
changes according as the closed-form kalman acquisition gain in the loop switching process. 
This makes the implement more convinence. The analyse and simulation show that the SS is a 
short-time and smooth way of switching. At last,gain the most quick variation of loop 
parameters limitation.. But about the performance of switching under the control of maximum 
slope of Kk still needs more research work.  
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